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CAVE NOTES
A Review of Cave and Karst Research
Volume 5. No.2

March/April. 1963

Amblyopsis

De Kay, the Northern CavefiBh, a troglobi
and Kentucky caves.
(Photo by T. C. Barr)
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ECOLOGICAL
by Thomas

C.

Barr

CLASSIFICA

te

TION OF CAVERNICOLES

(Depaa-tment of Zoology and Institute
University
of Kentucky)

of Speleology,

As Brandon
(1962) recently pointed out,
confusion exists
among
some
American
zoologists
regarding
definitions
and application
of the Schiner
system of ecological
classification
of cavernicoles,
as revised
and extended
by Racovitza
(1907).
This system is in wide use throughout the world, despite some inherent
faults. However,
Brandon's
(op. cit.) understanding
of
the terms
troglophile
and trogloxene,
taken from Nicholas (1960),
is a misinterpretation
of the European (original)
usage. The same terms
were defined
in the European
senae by Barr (l960a).
Traglobiies
are obligative cavernicoles,
and are usually distinguished
morphologically by regression
of pigment and photoreceptors,
and frequently by
longer, more
slender
appendages than their epigean congeners.
The restriction to caves,
underground waters,
and associated
solutional
cavities
is an important
part of the definition.
Earthworms
are very
common in
caves.
If they did not also occur widely in the soil we might suppose that
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their lack of a head was a modification occasioned
by cave existence.
But
this is an extreme example.
More to the point is the case of the
small,
endogenous carabid beetles of the genus JJrli.llinlts Casey.
These eyeless,
depigmented bembidiines are not infrequent in caves. A zoologist
superficially
acquainted
with the Oa r abi da e might well assume
that such a beetle,
collected in a cave, was a troglobite.
But there are many instances in which
we can never be sure that the restriction
to caves is absolute.
In the absence of regressive
and/or adaptive modifications frequently associated
with
troglobites,
an animal,
even though known only from caves, is usually (and
probably
should be) considered
a troglophile.
Troglophiles
are (properly) defined as cavernicoles
which are able to complete all of their life cycle within a cave, but also
occur in ecologically
suitable
situations outside of caves.
Earthworms
are
good troglophiles
in
many cave communities.
So are certain species of staphylinid beetles,
dipterans,
and mites.
So are many collembolans,
e. g , , Tomocerus bidentatus,
in
caves of the eastern United States.

Some of the invertebrates
of central Texas and New Mexico illustrate
the problem
discussed above.
Agonum(Rhadine}longicolle
(Benedict), a carabid
beetle, is known only from Carlsbad
Caverns and nearby caves. It is elongate and slender when compared
with at least some epigean species of the
subgenus
Rluullae , but has large,
facetted eyes and a darker
pigmentation
than the troglobitic species
of Rhadine known from the Ba.lcones fault
zone
and adjacent parts of the Edwards plateau in central
Texas (Barr,
1960b).
A. (R.) howdeni
Barr and Lawrence
and A. (R.) babcocki
Barr,
which are known
from caves over a wide area in the central and western
Edwards
plateau,
exhibit
a similar degree
of modification to a cave existence.
I prefer
to
regard
such species as potential
tvog lcbite s , but would call them
troglophiLe a , To draw an analogy from the study of speciation,
subspecies
.are
widely regarded as incipient
species.
Some of them probably do evolve
into
full species,
but many, perhaps
most of them (d. :MAYR, 1942), do not.
Yet no one would call an obj ective subspecies
(i. e., one known to interbreed
at the margins of its range with other subspecies
of the same polytype)
a
full species.
Christiansen
Schiner
system
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(1961) has outlined similar
to cavernicole
Collembola.
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of application
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should find animals in various stages of adaptation or regression in response
to the cave environment,
nor should it be surprising
that any system of
ecological
classification
of cavernicoles
might be occasionally difficult
in
its application.
Tragloxenes
are animals which occur habitually in caves or in similar cool,
dark microhabitats.
They must return occasionally
to the surface or at least
the vicinity of the cave entrance
for food.
Many bats, wood rats (Neotoma
floridana,
N. magister),
salamanders,
cave crickets,
and other invertebrates
are
tr og Ioxenes , Depending upon their powers of locomotion,
trogloxenes
can
and do wander about the cave,
ranging freely through the crepuscular
(twilight) and aphotic (totally dark) zones. Some of them, unfortunately for those
zoologists
who demand mutually
exclusive categories
of ecological classification,
apparently are facultative
t.rcglophi Les •
Meta menardii (Latreille),
the
common cave orb weaver spider,
usually spins its webs within the crepuscular zone or at least not far from a known entrance.
If food is available
in r-emote areas, however.
it can exist deep within the aphotic zone. Along
Kentucky Avenue in Marnrnoth Cave there are trash
cans, where
touris ts
deposit
the remains
of their box lunches purchased
in the Snowball Dining
Room.
Orange peels,
pieces
of sandwiches, and other food attract
ema.Ll
dipterans
of several species.
The webs of Meta mcnardii
are commonly
seen
in these areas,
several
hundred feet underground
and remote
from ally
known entrance, in fact remote
from any conceivable
crevice large
enough
to admit a spider into the cave.
Hadenoecus subterraneus,
a cave cricket
common
in Mammoth Cave. feeds readily on any available
scrap
of food.
Bits
of
food dropped by tourists.
bait left by
hopeful
biologists,
or dead cave
rats
are readily eaten.
Normally
!l. subterroneus
leaves the cave on warm.
wet nights and feeds on insects
and other small
arthropods
in the forest
outside.
The guano of this
cricket is an important
food source for many
troglophiles
and troglobites
of the Mammoth Cave community. Both
M. menardii
and
fl. $ubterraneus
are basically tr-ogIoxene , Under exceptional ctr curn-.
stances
they can and do become (facultative) troglophiles.

The addition of a qualifying adjective to the te r rna uoglophile and tmgloxe ne
can readily clarify some problems of application
of the terms.
Sometimes
it is convenient and desirable
to designate a given species as a "threahoId
tc-og.loxene", if the species
habitually occurs
in the crepuscular
zone and
aee rna to be especially adapted to this ecotone.
The three terms
troglobite,
troglophilc,
and uogloxcl:c
do not include all anima.Ie found in caves.
Many
animals
accidentally wander,
fall or are washed into caves, where
they
survive
for periods of greater
or lesser duration.
1£ it becomes neces sary
and/or
desirable to fit these animals into a fourth
category of ecological
classification,
then the term
accidental
(Barr,
1960a) will serve very well.
It has done so in the past.
Hazelton and Glennie (1954) discriminated
between "accidental tr ogloxene e" and 'thabi tua l t rog loxenes".
There seems
no
special
advantage in calling an animal a trogloxene
simply because it has
occurred
accidentally
in a cave. The term troglo xenc should be restricted
to
animals
which are habitually found in caves, if it is to retain its ecological
significance
(Barr,
1960a).
Most amphibians found in caves are accidentals.
Although I have not
visited
as many West Virginia caves as Cooper, I do not believe that he is
justified,
from his data (1962). in calling Plethodon richmolldi
a troglophile.
It
is rno r-e probably an accidental,
as Brandon (op. cit.) implies.
Only the
demonstration
of habitual occurrence
of this species
in a large number
of
caves would justify its being called a trogloxene.
Cooper has cited it from
only two. Eu.rycea luci(uga,
E. longicauda
(at least the Appalachian valleypopulations), the non-troglobitic
species of Gyrillophilus,
and perhaps
Plethodon dorsalis
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are habitual cavernicoles
and therefore
legitimate
t.r-ogloxene s , The periodic
swarming
of P. dorsalis
in caves and sinkholes
is the basis for its
tentative
inclusion
here,
but a comprehensive
study of this phenomenon,
which may
well be related
to some
rhythmic
behavior
pattern
characteristic
of the
species,
may eventually
force its removal
from this category.
The Heave
fc-og e" of Texas,
Elwlherodactylus
latrans
and
Syrrhoplls mamockii,
especially
the
latter,
are quite definitely
threshold trogloxenes.
The obligate
cave
salamandersTyphlomolgc
rathbuni,
Haideotriton wallacei,
Typlilotriton spelaeus,
Eurycea troglodytes,
Gyrinophilus
pclleucus , etc. ---are,
of course,
troglobites.
A few more
comments
are indicated
by Be andon'e
[op , cit.)
statement
that "Communi ti e s of cave-dwelling
organisms,
in contrast to epigean
com11
munities,
contain
no producers
.••
There
is abundant evidence
(e.
g.,
Dudich,
1932; Caumar-ttri,
1957, 1959, 1961) of the existence
of autotrophic
sulfur and iron bacteria
in caves. Such o cg amarna could be highly significant
in initiating
food chains within the deep cave community.
Their
existence
and potential have been demonstrated.
Their
quantitative
significance
has
not yet been determined,
but is being investigated
both in France
and in
the United States.
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FROG IN WOOL HOLLOW
E.

Graham,

CAVE,

Cave Research

CALIFORNIA

Associates

Leigh Readdy visited
Wool Hollow Cave. Calaveras County, on July 29,
five frogs;
two weeks later
(August 11). R. deSaussure
and the writer found 26 Hyla regilla;
5 adults and 21 young. The young are
small enough to be easily overlooked; our count is a conservative one.
The
frogs most likely carne from the intermittent
stream (then dry) just outside
the cave,
since the nearest
surface
water.
the Stanislaus River,
is
3/4
miles to the southeast
and nearly 1000 feet in elevation below the cave entrance.
The ecologic
setting is illustrated
by the accompanying chart.
The
station numbers
1- 6
are as follows:
1.
open hillside (oak-grassland);
2. stream bed with dense vegetation; 3, cave mouth; 4-5, deep crepuscular
area
where frogs and other amphibia are found; e. g.,
AneidfJ~ lugubris
and
Ensatina eschscholtzi
xanthoptica:
6, dark zone, no amphibia.

1962 and counted

Additional field work on
Hyla
reglila from caves during August
1962, permits me to make the
following generalization.
Caves
with entrances
high on exposed
hillsides have few frogs,
if any,
while those entrances
near intermittent
streams
are
more
suitable
ecotones
because
of
generally
lower
temperatures
and more moisture.
H. regilla can
reach
these
caves
with little
travel,
for after the dry season
begins they would be less likely
to wander far from the drying
watercourses.
Wool Hollow Cave
is interesting
because
my pre~
vious report (Cave Notes,
vol. 4,
no. 3, 1962) mentions no young
nor such a large
aggregate
of
frogs from a single cave.

*

*

METEOROLOGY AND ZONES AT WOOL HOLLOW
CAVE, STATIONS 1-6, SEE TEXT
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REVIEW

CONSTANTINE, DENNY G. Rabies transmission
by nonbite
Health Reports,
vol. 77, no. 4, p. 287-289.
April 1962.

route.

Public

Although a flood of popular reports initially
announced Dr. Cons tantdnets
results,
it has been gratifying to see the restraint
with which the situation
has been handled and the results made available.
Basically,

the question

concerns

possible

airborne

media

for the

trans-
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mission
of rabies.' The report
does not state this to be the case; it simply
indicates
that evidence is not negative, and that studies are continuing.
Two earlier deaths by rabies had been confirmed
for Frio Cave, near
Uvalde,
Texas
(HUMPHREY, G. L.;
G. E. KEMP,
and E. G. WOOD.
A fatal case cf rabies
in a woman bitten by an insectivorous
bat.
Public
Health Reports,
vo l , 75, no. 4, p. 317-326.
April 1960).
Thus
there
was
cause to suspect nonbite transmission,
and as a test,
various
carnivores
were' placed in cages within the cave over a two-year
period.
In the first
test, left for seven days. four animals out of thirteen
died of rabies.
These
cages
were constructed
of one- by two-inch metal
mesh.
A second
test
divided the animals into two groups, one protected
by quarter-inch
metal
mesh, and the other by mosquito netting , Although this was the same chamber as used earlier,
the bats vacated the area,
and none of the
animals
developed rabies.
Bat ectoparasites
and other arthropods
remained present.
The third test was divided into four sections
behind various screens:
oneinch mesh,
quarter-inch
mesh
(With six-inch protection
of cages).
1/18thinch plastic mesh (with self-contained
feed system).
and a cage sealed
airtight except at the ends, which were of 1/26th-inch
dacron mesh reinforced
with l/lBth-inch
plastic
mesh.
Except for possible
contamination
by de r-.
mestid
beetles, group four was believed protected
from all transmission
except by air. Out of 42 animals in the four groups,
Z2 developed
rabies
following approximately a one-month exposure.
Of the 22 coyotes and gray
faxes,
regardless
of the type of cage, all developed
rabies.
Animals
not
contracting
rabies under these conditions were skunks, raccoons.
ringtails,
oppos eums , and domestic
dogs and cats.
The evidence leaves
some unanswered questions,
such as the possible
role of the beetles, and the effectiveness of a glycerine-spun
glass
barrier
designed to stop bat. mites and similar forms.
Also an experiment
between
rabid
and non-rabid
animals
in a controlled
laboratory
outside the cave
would be of interest.
Nevertheless,
the evidence
at present definitely indicates possible n-ane mieeton without bite. Bat workers
would do well to take
eoct r eme precautions.
especially
when working with the denser colonies
of
the southwestern United States and northern Mexico. Persons conducting bat
studies should familiarize
themselves with the entire results of these experiments as a matter of personal
safety. For persons
not working with such
colonies of necessity,
my own recommendation would be to leave the sites
s t r i.ct.Iy alone.
Any incidents of sickness,
and especially of paralysis
following work in
such caves should be given immediate attention and analysis.
It is al.s o an
e~cellent
idea when entering an unfamiliar
cave region to check for preVl0US records
that may indicate sicknesses associated
with particular
caves.
Sicknesses
of this type. often mentioned inadvertently
in accounts such as
museum expeditionary records.
may serve as danger signals. In this manner,
r abies , histoplasmosis,
and other similar
problems
may be guarded
against.
R. deSaus sure
Cave Research Associates.

Editor's

note:

Erratum
to Cave Notes,
on this page to read:

vo I, 5, no. 1, p. 1: Correct

Kw.
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY*
BARR,THOMAS
C. The blind beetles of MammothCave,. Kentucky.
Naturalist,
voi , 68, no. 2, p • 278-284. October 19l:i2.

A thorough review of the distribution,
ecology, abundance and relationships
of the six t.rog'Lob'i t Lc beetles
from MammothCave National Park.
--H.G.
Pseudanipltthalrnus
(Coleoptera:
THOMAS
C. The robustus
group in the genus
December
Carabidae: Trechini).
Coleopterists'
Bull.,
vct , 16, no. 4, p . 109-118.
1962.

BARli,

A taxonomic reaapraisal
of the robustus group with respect to its pattern
of
colonization
in the
aou't.hwe at.er-n Appalachian Mountains.
Cave occupation was
quite recent,
considering
that each geographically
isolated group is separated
by slight but constant differences.
Cases such as this promise to add significantly
to speciation
in general
and to give information for a more objective
basis for defining and recognizing cavernicole species.
--R.G.
BARR,THOMAS
C., and ROBERTA. KUEHNE.
The cavefish Al'Ilblyopsis spelaeain
Kentucky.
Copeia,
1962, no. 3, p , 662. September 1962.

northern

Formerly A. spelaea
was known from Marrunoth
Cave, Kent.ucky
as rare,
and from
unde r'gz-oundwaters of the
Mitchell Plain in southern Indiana, where they
are
widespread.
It was also thought that these
were two peripheral populations
separated by the more successful
Typhlichthrs,
New findings indicate that limited
field observations
and/or microhabitat preferences
may explain these
conclusions. Amblyopsis and Typhlichthys
.are nowregarded as overlapping in their ranges.

--R.G.

of southern
Mallorca
BUTZER,KARL W., and JUAN CUERDA.Coastal stratigraphy
and its implications
for the Pleistocene chronology of the Mediterranean Sea.
InlofCeology,
vol. 70, no. 4, p , 398-416. July 1962.
A multitude of beach levels
and oscillations
are recorded for a progressive
lowering of Qllaternary sea level.
Amongthe s1 tes described are
sea caves at
Ca La S'Almonia and Sa Plana.
The caves contain intrusive
Tyrrhenian
II-III
(Upper Pleistocene)
deposits
of various types,
which occurred at a lower sea
level. Of particular
interest,
a collapsed cave at Cal a S 'Almonia represents
an
in-place weathering of the
terra-tos sc type with deposition
and calcification_

--R;D.

CLOUD, PRESTON
E., JR.
Environment of calcium carbonate
deposition
west
of
Andros Island, Bahamas. U. S. Geological Survey, Professional
Paper 350. 138p. 1962.
Aragonite is the mineral
to be expected from solutions
that are supersaturated with respect to both calcite and aragonite.
Only calcite can form between
the saturation levels
for the two minerals.
Trace elements may be trapped
in
the crystal structure
but they exercise no control over the mineralogy.
Cloud
believes that aragonite,
once formed, will remain aragonite indefinitely,
if in
contact with a solution
e LmfLar- to that from which it was precipitated.
-G.W.M.

GRUHN, RUTH. TOe archeology
State

College Museum,

Occas.

of Wilson Butte Cave, south-central
no. 6, 202p., 39pl.
1961.

Idaho.

Idaho

Papers,

A well-docwnented analysis
of cave sediments,
artifacts,
fauna and stratigraphy of the part of the 'cave not disturbed by amateurs. Results give a climatic record for southern Idaho during the last 12,000 years, with related
cultural
changes.
Correlations
are made with other western archeological sites.
--R.G.
*Representing

articles

in journals

not exclusively

devoted to cave science.
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KAMP,J. W. Description of two new species of Grylloblatidae
and the adult of
Grylloblatta barberi, with an interpretation
of their geographical distribution.
Entomological Soc. of America, Annals,
vct . 56, no. 1, p • 53-68. January 1963.
Two new species are described from northern California
ice caves:
Grylloblatta
chandleri,
Eagle Lake Caves, Lassen County; and G. gurneyi, Merrill Ice and Indian
Wells Ice Caves, ModocCounty.
The report contains climatic and ecologic data
on the caves, and an analysis
of the past
and present distribution
of this
family.
--R.G.
HALL, J. S. Notes on Ple c oius rafinesquii in central
vo L, 44, no. 1, p , 119-120.
February 1963.

Kentucky.

lnl of Mammalogy,

Natural history information,
including a single
cave nursery colony,
are
given for this species, noted as one of the least commonbats in the area.--R.G.
MATrHEWS, WILLIAM
H., III.
The geologic story
of Longhorn Cavern.
Economic Geology Guidebook, no. 4, 50p, February 1963.

Texas Bur.

Longhorn Cavern, "the world's third largest scenic ceve'' was formed in limestone of Ordovician age by the combined forces of solution and abrasion.
This
guidebook includes the state park history, geologic setting,
cave-forming processes,
cavern deposits, cavern life, and features of the cavern tour. --G.W.M.
ALVIN. Orientation in neotropical bats.
Inl of Mammalogy, voL 43, no. 4, p , 449-454.

NOVIC,

1. Natalidae

and Emballonuridae.
December 1962.

Another significant
contribution
to the comprehensive study of comparative
orientation
in bats with respect to the marked differences
in behavior, anatomy,
and life history, for the different
phyletic lines.
Contains new findings for
several genera, and a review of earlier coverage in this field.
--R.G.
OJASTI, JUHANI. Ritmos de actividad diaria de Proechimys en au ambiente normal y
en la Cueva del Guacharo. Acta Biologica Venezuelica, vot , 3, p , 121-140. 1961.
Activity cycles from the jungle, compared to Proechimys guyannensis taken from
Within the cave, show that these Spiny Rats living inside the cave are irregular.
--R.G.
PINNEY,

1962.

The Complele Book of Cave Exploration.
(Foreword by Ivan Sanderson).

ROY.

Coward-McCann, NewYork.

256p.

A popular-style book on general caving. The foreword, glossary, and bibliography are poor, but the main section makes interesting
light reading.
But by
no means should the text be considered authoritative,
as claimed by the pub LLeher.
--R.D.
RUHE, R. V., J. G. CADY,and R. S. GOMEZ. Paleosols of Bermuda.
of America, Bull. vol. 72, no. 8, p. 1121-1142, August 1961.

Geological Soc.

A detailed stratigraphic
study of the Bermuda soils.
Sayle's s t r-a'tfgr-aphLc
column for Bermudais accepted, but his island-wide correlations
and time estimates are disputed.
Terra ros sa on a flat surface is not necessarily
a purely
residual
soil (d.
Cave Notes,
vo L, 3, p , 21-22).
--R.D.
WHELAN,
J. A.
Unusual solution(?)
cavities
in the Manning CanyonShale
Fairfield,
Utah. Geological Soc. of America, Bull. vot . 72,
no. 5, p. 767-768.
1961.

near
Mey

Cavi ties in a Mississippian-Pennsylvanian
shale
are
suggested to represent
former carbonate veins, pOSSibly formed en echelon and then dissolved out.-R.D.
Contributors:
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R.G., R. Graham; G.W.M., George W. Moore.

